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WISH HOUSE NEWS #5
Greetings!
WISH HOUSE is the group, sponsored by Japanese, for caring children who have problems
which were dropped out the school, labored and have no chance to study because of poverty.
Here will be the shelter of the children who have problems and try to protect them temporarily
from their problems.

Ⅰ. Regular Classes
Since June, we started the regular class (Monday to Friday, from 9am to 2pm) and have been
collected the children who do not go to school in the area. In this year, we expanded the area to
Matain and Naugsol newly. We try to visit these areas constantly like once a week. Our classes
are original curriculum. We teach academic study and also other subjects like chess, home
economics and music, etc. We also serve lunch every day.

Ⅱ．Pickup tricycle service
We have the service to pick up the children from the area to WISH HOUSE. Right now, we
have 3 pupils from Matain, Calapandayan and Cawag. For 3 days a week, we also invite the
pupils who cannot go to school from San Marcelino. We support all budget to attend our class
including transportation and they stay at WISH HOUSE. According to studying with us, they
changed their mind serious to study and became the model of the other children. At weekend,

we pick up the children who joined our class last year from the area. They may develop their
sociality like communicating with the others or challenging to new subjects. One of the children
is 2 years old malnutrition infant who lives in Cawag. We care her to feed the foods during the
day for a several hours. We reported to Barangay also for understanding our project.

Ⅲ．Visitors and the influence
From August to September, there were 49 visitors from the abroad to spend time with the
children. They went around the area, Naugsol, Calapancayan, Matain, Cawag and Ilwas, to
teach and play with the children. We coordinated with St. Barnabas Maternity Center, and
they did the health check in the area. The number of the children obviously increased and
people are pleased to spend time with us.

1. At Ariban, Naugsol 2. Playing jumping rope, at Matain 3. Medicine student did the
health check, at Matain.

Ⅳ. Petition to the Mayor
1. Information; If there are the children who cannot go to school because of poverty in Subic,
we are pleased to know and care them on our institution. We would like you to inform us
the children. We will do our activities under your regulations.

We appreciate with all your cooperation and understandings of our project!!
Reported by YOKO KURAMOTO
Coordinator, NPO GFNP

